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The Berger Burger Blimp 
 

 “As always, it's been a pleasure talking with you 

Mr. Chang," said Rabbi Berger before hanging up the 

phone.  

A curious Baruch chanced by his father's open 

study door at that very moment.  

"Totty, I didn't know you had Chinese friends. 

Who's Mr. Chang?" wondered Baruch. 

Before Rabbi 

Berger could even 

respond, the 

doorbell chimed. As 

you can well 

imagine, Rabbi 

Berger had tinkered 

with his doorbell so 

that when it chimed, 

it really chimed. 

Since Rachel was already asleep, he ran to answer the 

door immediately so that the person on the other side 

shouldn't have reason to ring the doorbell again.  

“Oh it’s you, Berel. Come in and relax,” said Rabbi 

Berger upon seeing that his dear brother came to a 

visit. "What brings you from the other side of town? 

How’s the burger business coming along? And how's 

my mannequin feeling these days?" Rabbi Berger 

asked, mentioning the advertising gimmick he had 

made for Berel’s business.  

“Well actually that's exactly why I stopped by. At 

first the restaurant was very successful and your idea 

of the manikin was attracting customers. But lately 

business has been dwindling and the mannequin 

seems to have lost its allure. I was wondering if maybe 

you have a new chap to boost burger buying," 

pleaded Berel hopefully to his big brother. 

“We need your potential customer’s mouth to 

begin watering thinking about your burgers at least a 

mile before he encounters the mannequin. The 

customers have to have burgers on the brain as they 

approach the restaurant and their rumbling stomachs 

will lead them straight to you,” noted Rabbi Berger.  

“Sounds like good psychology, but how do you 

suggest 

accomplishing this 

feat?” puzzled Berel.  

“We can build a 

big bobbing Berel 

Berger burger blimp 

hovering over the 

highway on the way 

to the restaurant. 

People from far and 

wide would be able to see well before driving by 

Berel's House of Burgers, that when passing your store 

they would automatically come inside,” suggested 

Rabbi Berger. 

“Sounds really awesome, but I don't think I can 

afford such an expensive advertisement,” worried 

Berel.     

“Don’t worry, I'll help you,” said Rabbi Berger 

soothingly to his brother.  

When a person's business is just struggling a bit, a 

small boost can help pull him back together again. 

However if his business totally collapses and goes 

bankrupt even many people may not be able to help 

him climb his way back (Toras Kohanim on Vayikrah 

25:35). Some hold that boosting someone until he 

pulls himself back together is counted as separate 

Mitzvas Aseh  of 'Vehechezakta' (Ramban:Vayikrah 
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25:35). Others hold this mitzvah is including in the 

general mitzva of tzedakah (Chinuch Mitzvah #479). 

Helping a person who is struggling financially in a 

manner that he can support himself respectably is the 

highest level of tzedakah (Shulchon Aruch 249:6 from 

Rambam: Matnas Aniyim 10:7).  

  

With the first option, Berel would receive 100% of 

the money but might feel uncomfortable. On the 

other side of the coin, if Rabbi Berger invests in the 

restaurant and receives a percentage of the profits, 

Berel will not be making as much money. 

The Gemara (Shabbos 63a) says that there is no 

greater tzedakah than giving money to the poor as an 

investment and taking back a percentage. If the 

giver just offers a handout and receives nothing in 

return, the recipient will be embarrassed. However, 

when the giver is gaining something in return for 

helping out the struggling person 

the recipient does not get 

embarrassed at all (Rashi s.v. 

‘gadol hamalveh’, Beis Yosef simon 

249). 

Why does the Rambam 

(Matnas Aniyim 10:7) not mention 

investing when talking about the 

highest levels of tzedakah? 

Some say that investing is 

included when the Rambam 

mentions giving a loan or making a partnership (Beis 

Yosef simon 249, Levush 249:6). Some say the 

Rambam excluded investors since most people only 

invest as a business venture without intent to fulfill 

the mitzva of tzedakah. This is not considered 

tzedakah at all. However, if you have intention for the 

sake of tzedakah, then there is indeed no greater way 

of giving (Aruch Hashulchon 249:14).  

 “Berel, you’re in luck. The invention business is 

finally starting to see some profits. We just ran out of 

stock of the original shipment of spinning pots. We 

have a long list of backorders to fill. In fact, I just got 

off the phone with the manager of the factory when 

you rang the bell. I’m looking for a good investment. 

Do you mind if I invest in Berel’s House of Burgers? I 

think it has tremendous profit potential,” asked Rabbi 

Berger. 

“My pleasure,” answered Berel Berger. 

And… Baruch had the solution to the mystery of 

Mr. Chang, he was the manager to the factory which 

was located in China.  

 

 

 

 

Is it a better form of tzedakah for Rabbi 
Berger to simply give a monetary handout to 
his brother, or should he invest in the 
business receiving a percentage back?   
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‘Mi k’amcha Yisroel.’ The Torah 

not only commands us to give 

Tzedaka but also how to give it in 

the most sensitive way possible. 

Whereas Sedom was destroyed 

because, although they had great 

wealth, they instituted harsh 

decrees against anyone who 

dared to support the poor 

(Yechezkel 16:49, Sanhedrin 109a).  


